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ABSTRACT
The objective of the research reported here Is 
the design of efficient speech coders that can easily 
be Implemented In Integrated circuit hardware. Companding 
techniques like those Introduced by M. R. Winkler, J. A. 
Greefkes, F. DeJager, A. Tomozawa and H. Kaneko were 
explored along with a large body of theory concerning 
the application of linear prediction to speech coding.
The best features of the speech signal to be measured 
and coded are the overall amplitude, the resonant 
frequencies and dampings of the vocal cavity and the 
fundamental frequency of the vocal cord oscillations. 
Adaptive quantization was used to track variations In 
overall amplitude, and adaptive prediction was used to 
track the frequencies and dampings of the cavity 
resonances. No attempt was made to exploit redundancies 
related to the vocal cord oscillations, however.
An adaptive differential pulse code modulator (i.e., 
an ADPCM coder) with a fixed integrator was simulated 
first. Later a hardware model was constructed, signal 
to noise measurements were taken and subjective tests
Abstract (continued)
conducted. When operating at 4 bits per sample, 
speech of a quality nearly equal to that of 7 bit log 
PCM was regenerated by the ADPCM encoder. At 3 bits per 
sample speech quality was nearly equal to 6 bit log PCM.
Further improvements were achieved with the appli­
cation of adaptive predictors in place of the integrator. 
The predictor coefficients form a vector which is adapted 
in a direction away from the gradient with respect to the 
error power. By applying this technique to the quantized 
signals occurring in the coder, the coefficients are 
derived from the quantized error signalt hence, there 
is no need to transmit them.
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INTRODUCTION
Many long distance telephone calls are transmitted 
in a digital form called pulse code modulation* (PCM).
This process involves log compression [22] of the speech 
signal* quantizing to 128 levels, conversion to a 7 hit 
binary code and transmission (see Fig. la). Compression 
provides a signal with a more nearly uniform amplitude 
probability distribution than that of natural speech.
At the receiving end of the channel the binary code words 
are converted into signal levels and the reconstructed 
signal is processed by an exponential expander and a 
desampling filter. Hence* low amplitude regions of high 
probability are finely quantized and high amplitude* low 
probability regions are coarsely quantized. An 8 kHz rate 
is generally used when sampling telephone speech; therefore* 
the information rate required is 58 kilobits/sec.
The only features of the PCM system that are tailored 
to the speech signal as opposed to other signals are the 
sampling rate and the compressor and expander characteristics. 
The sampling rate is dictated by the bandwidth of the 
speech signal and the requirements on the desampling 
filter. (The desampling filter must pass all signal 
components in the 200 Hz to 3.2 kHz telephone band and
must reject aliasing components above 4.8 kHz.) By 
providing the analog to digital converter in the PCM 
system with a nearly uniform probability distribution 
across the 128 quantizing levels, approximately 2 bits 
per word or 16 kilobits/sec. of information rate is 
saved.
Another parameter which should be considered when 
coding a signal, X(t), is its autocovariance at various 
sample delays (T, 2T, 3T, etc.). At 8 kHz sampling the 
first autocovariance of telephone speech, p̂ , is approxi­
mately equal to 0.8, where
For this reason differential coding (DPCM) is more 
efficient than PCM. In the DPCM encoder shown in Fig. lb, 
the difference between the input signal and the output of 
an integrator is coded and transmitted. Then the quantized 
difference is added to the integrator to obtain an approxi­
mation to the current input sample.
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FIG. 1
A signal to noise improvement of 3 to 7 db over PCM or 
a saving of one bit per word is thus achieved. Hence, 
with conventional DPCM the bit rate may be reduced to 
48 kilobits/sec. without a sacrifice in quality. The 
benefits obtained from nonuniform quantizing in DPCM are 
the same as those obtained from compression and expansion 
in the PCM system, because the probability distribution 
of the first difference of speech is about the same as 
the speech amplitude distribution.
By applying the Wiener-Kolmogorov [14] method of 
linear prediction to a sampled signal, two or more terms 
in the autocovariance function may be used to design a 
more efficient speech coder. In this case the quantity 
to be quantized and coded is the predictor error. 
Unfortunately, a single, fixed, higher-order predictor 
derived from long-term, speech statistics will not work 
reliably for all talkers or all circuit conditions. A 
4 db improvement in signal to noise ratio over conventional 
DPCM was reported by R. A. McDonald [16] for a fixed third 
order predictor operating on a particular, low-passed 
speech sample. These results could not be duplicated 
with the band-limited speech sample used in the author's 
simulations,where the SNR was increased by only 0.4 db.
5.
Speech is not a long-term, stationary process, but 
rather a short-term quasi-stationary phenomena. Hence, 
higher order variable predictors like those suggested by 
B. S. Atal and M. R. Schroeder [2] have been used to 
obtain better estimates of the input signal from previous 
samples. In these schemes, predictor parameters are 
computed periodically from past samples of the input 
signal. In one of these coders the predictor error was 
coded with only one bit per sample and transmitted along 
with the predictor coefficients and a volume parameter. 
Speech with a quality better than 5 bit log PCM but 
inferior to 6 bit log PCM was regenerated at a data rate 
of only 10 kilobits/sec. (6 kilobits/sec. for error data 
and k kilobits/sec. for volume data and predictor coef­
ficients.) It should be noted that the data rate for the 
predictor parameters is low because they need to be 
readjusted only once every 5 ms or 10 ms, the interval 
over which they are calculated to minimize the mean square 
error. Among the predictor parameters used by Schroeder 
and Atal there is a delay related to the pitch interval. 
Due to the large number of computations required to obtain 
this parameter the scheme is presently too complex for 
most communications systems applications.
Much attention has been given to delta modulation 
(i.e., DPCM with a two level quantizer). In these coders
6 .
the input signal is grossly over sampled, the sampling 
rate being equal to the bit rate. P. DeJager [5] showed 
that a delta modulator with fixed integration networks 
and a fixed step size can regenerate speech with telephone 
quality when operating at approximately double the bit 
rate of 7 bit log PCM. Following M. R. Winkler's [25] 
work with instantaneous adaptation, several delta modu­
lators were developed where the quantization step is varied 
as a function of the history of the bit stream. Excellent 
quality speech is regenerated by most of these adaptive 
delta modulators while operating at 40 to 60 kilobits/sec.
In these cases performance is improved by tracking the 
nonstationary amplitude characteristics of the input signal.
Of the coding techniques mentioned thus far, non- 
adaptive, linear delta modulation is the least efficient 
with respect to the transmitted bit rate. Hence it is 
reasonable to expect that if adaptation of the quantization 
step greatly improves the performance of delta modulators, 
adaptation of the quantizer in PCM and DPCM system will 
also improve their performance. Therefore, it was decided 
that adaptive DPCM (ADPCM) should be investigated. A 
DPCM coder with an adaptive quantizer was simulated first. 
Later a hardware model was constructed, signal to noise 
measurements were taken and a subjective test conducted.
7.
When operating at 4 bits per sample, speech of a 
subjective quality nearly equal to that of 7 bit log 
PCM was regenerated by the ADPCM coder. At 3 bits per 
sample, speech quality was nearly equal to 6 bit log PCM.
Further improvements were achieved with the appli­
cation of adaptive predictors in place of the integrator. 
The predictor coefficients form a vector which is adapted 
in a direction opposite to the gradient with respect the 
error power. By applying this technique to the quantized 
signals occurring in the coder, the predictor coefficients 
are derived indirectly from the quantized error signal, 
and the need to transmit predictor coefficients is 
eliminated.
Although more accurate calculation of the coefficients 
than that described above yields greater reduction in the 
prediction error, there is very little real gain because 
the coefficients must be transmitted. In either case 
steepest - descent, gradient techniques remain an excellent 
method for determining the predictor coefficients.
There are many digital channels where virtually error 
free performance exists. The T1 and T2 systems used for 
transmitting PCM coded messages have error rates less than 
one in 10^ bits. In many other applications such as voice- 
answer-back systems where speech is stored on computer
memories, the channel is also error free. For these 
reasons a low priority was given to the study of coder 
performance in the presence of transmission errors.
In this paper, the parameters considered in the design 
of an efficient speech coder are the bit rate, the signal 
to quantizing noise ratio, the subjective quality of the 




A STATEMENT OF THE THEORY
A theoretical foundation is layed in this part of 
the dissertation so that the reader can better understand 
the author's research and the motivation for doing it.
The design of differential coders (DPCM coders and 
delta modulators) can be divided into two parts (prediction 
of the input sample based on previous samples and optimum 
quantization of the prediction error). In Sections 1 and 
2 the theory of optimum,, linear prediction is presented.
A fixed first order predictor is described in Section 1 
and higher order prediction is discussed in Section 2.
In Section 3 the design of optimum quantizers and q law 
quantizers is described.
Speech is not a long-term stationary process but 
rather a short-term quasi-stationary phenomena. (See 
Fig. 2). During voicing, when the vocal cavity is excited 
by pulses of air emitted at the vocal chords, the waveform 
is almost periodic. A sequence of damped oscillations 
appears in the time waveform. The frequencies and dampings 
of these oscillations are a function of the shape of the 
vocal cavity and of other slowly changing characteristics 
of the vocal organs. During fricative sounds like "sh"
and "_ch" the vocal cavity is excited by turbulent air at 
a constriction. In these cases high frequency noise appears 
in the time waveform and the amplitude of the signal is 
greatly diminished. [
If the pitch, the modes of oscillation and/or the 
overall amplitude are specified for each of the stationary 
intervals a more efficient coder can be realized than one 
which utilizes only long-term average statistics. In 
delta modulators the quantization step has been adapted 
to match the changing amplitude characteristics of the 
speech signal. These adaptive delta modulators are 
reviewed in Section 4 because similar techniques can 
easily be applied to PCM and DPCM codera0 A higher 
order predictor which adapts to track the changing modes 
in the speech waveform can also be incorporated in a DPCM 
coder; however, this modification greatly increases the 
complexity of the coder. Finally, the pitch interval 
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12.
Section 1 Analysis of a DPCM Coder With a Fixed First 
Order Predictor
In the conventional DPCM system shown in Fig. 3 the 
difference between the ith sample of the input signal,
X^, and a predicted value Y^: is quantized and coded for 
transmission. The quantized difference signal, 6 ,̂ is 
added to to obtain a corrected approximation to the 
input.
= Y1 + Sj. (1.1.1)
The quantizing error is given by
ei = 51 - 1. (1.1.2)
It may also be inferred from Fig. 3 that
61 = Xj - . (1-1.3)
For M = 1,
Yi = al Xi-1 (1.1.4)
Substitution of (1.1.1) and (1.1.3) into (1.1.2) 
shows that the system error and the quantization error 
are the same.
e1 = - X. (1.1.5)
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14.
If quantizing is relatively fine and overload does not 
occur, the quantizing noise will have the same properties 
as in the PCM system. (The noise spectrum will be white 
and there will be a very small correlation between the 
noise and the input signal.)
If M = 1, then from Fig. 3 it is inferred that
5i = Xi alXi-l “ alei-l (1.1.6)
The expected or average power in the signal to the 
quantizer is therefore
The only correlation between the input signal and 
the error occurs during periods of heavy load or overload 
(i.e., when o is often equal to the maximum quantizer 
level). Under these conditions the error signal correlates 
well with the derivative of the input signal, but not very 
well with the input itself. Hence, several terms may be 
dropped from Eq. 1.1.8.
(1.1.7)
or
- 2a1E(X1ei_1) + a12E(X1.12) +
(1.1.8)
15.
E (5l2 ) . E (Xj2) - Sa1E(X1X1.1) + a ^ E f X ^ 2 )
9 9+ ax E ( e ^ (1.1.9)
The circuit between the quantizer output and the 
output of the predictor is the sampled data equivalent of 
an integrator in series with a delay. The cut-off frequency 
of the integrator is given by
where T is the sampling interval.
There is an optimum a^, and hence, an optimum fc which 
is derived by setting the following derivative equal to 
zero:
It may be assumed that the quantization is optimum; hence, 
the smaller the signal to the quantizer the smaller the 
error power will be. In Section 3 the design of an optimum 
"N" level quantizer is discussed. If Eq. (1.1.9) Is 
differentiated with respect to a^ and the result set equal 






a  g0 - 1-1----o- (1.1.12)
opt K xi-i‘ ) + E (ei - i )
E(X.Xi_i)/E(Xi_i2
a lOpt 1 + ( E ^ . ^ / E f X ^ 2 ))
Pi
1 +
—  - Px , (1.1.13)
SNR
where is the normalized autocovariance for a one sample 
delay and SNR is the overall signal to noise power ratio.
Pl = E f X ^ p / l ^ X . ^ 2) (1.1.1H)
In the DPCM encoder there is an improvement in the 
signal to noise ratio over that obtained in a PCM system. 
The improvement is equal to the ratio of the power in the 
input signal, X, to the power in the difference signal, 5.
e( x .2N) e(V.2N)
SNR = ■)■ W  = -j— zi • } g\ (1.1.15)
E(ei ) E(5i ) V i
If it is noted that E^X^_-^2^ = E^X^2 ,̂ the signal to noise
improvement can easily be derived from Eq. (1.1.9).
E(xi2) i= SNR 1R 2\ Improvement _ 2( 1




ai ai0pt pi//(1 + snr)
SNR 1Improvement =  j ^ ^ —
1 “ VP1 ^  + SNR^
SNR^ , 1 (1.1.17')Improvement =; ------^ v '
1 - Pi
For
a^ = 1 (The case of an ideal integrator).
1 1 
^^Improvement ' » 1 ~ 2( 1-p-, )+ SNR
(1.1.18)
Equation (1.1.13) does net give a subjective optimum 
for a^ (i.e., it does not give a value for a^ which is 
preferred by listeners). In most DPCM and delta modulation 
systems the integrator cut off is set below the band occupied 
by the input signal. Hence, a^ is usually set equal to 
some value between unity and p-̂ . However, Eq. (1.1.18) 
shows that the SNR improvement is still near optimum so 
long as a^ is greater than p^.
18.
At an 8 kHz sampling rate typical values for 
are 0.85 for speech low pass filtered at 3.2 kHz and 
0.80 for speech limited to the 200 Hz to 3-2 kHz telephone 
band. Hence, signal to noise improvements of 4 to 6 db 
over PCM are realized with the integrator cut off set 
below 200 Hz.
19-
Section 2 Higher Order Prediction
If M > 1, the optimum values for the predictor
coefficients are obtained by setting the partial
derivatives of the errcr power function, with respect







Once again it can be safely assumed that the 
correlation between the input signal and the quantizing 
noise is very small; hence, the optimum condition is
E
M
(x.x. .) = yV 1 1 — j a,
k=l
E(X. , X. .) + E(e. , e. .) ' l-k i-j' v l-k i-j'
(1-2.3)
Given the fact that E(X. , X. .) is equal to E(X. .v x-k i-j' H v i-j
X. . ) and j = 1, 2, 3) . .., M, the above equation can1 — K.
be expressed in the matrix form shown below.
-E(XiXi_i)-
E(X. X. .) v l l-.V
E(X.X. m ) K l l-M'
21.
{e (X. ,X. )+E(e. e. , )} . .{e (X. .X. J+E(e. _e. ..)}
' 1-1 l-l' v l-l l-l' . ' l-l i-M' v l-l i-M'




If it can be assumed that quantizer overload does 
not occur very often, then it is reasonable to suppose 
that the correlation between error samples separated in 
time is small. Hence, Eq. 1.2.4 may be written as follows
E(X . X. .) l l-j'







If the system performs well, the overall signal to 
noise power ratio should be large and the equations 
defining the optimum predictor coefficients may be written 
as in 1.2.5.
E(XiXi_i)
E(X. X. .) v l l-j'
E(X. X.' l i-My
E(X. ,X. )E(X. ,X. 0 ) . . E (X. ,X. M)' l-l l-l' v l-l i-2' v l-l i-M'
E(X. nX. 0)E(X. „X. 0)\ x-1 i-2y ' 1-2 l-2y
E(X. nX. M) ' l-l i-M' E(X. MX. M) v i-M i-My aM
(1.2.6)
23.
The MxM matrices in equation (1.2.4), (1.2.5) and
(1.2.6) are symetrical and positive semidefinite; hence,
there exists a recursive solution for (a^ag.-.a^) which
is computationally more efficient than the solution of a
T 71general set of M equations in M unknowsL J. The recursive 














The following relationships (1.S-.-10 through 1.2.14) 
can be derived from the rules of matrix multiplication
24,
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The matrix is calculated from Eq. (1.2.10)
through (1.2.13) and the vector .... W^} is derived
from Eq. (1.2.17) and (1.2.18). The number of operations 
required is approximately proportional to the square of
26.
the order of prediction, M. The same is true for the final 
manipulations required in the solution, namely:
aM = Vk /SM M and (1-2.19)
M
-h=j+l
In the solution of M equations in M unknowns by straight 
forward use of determinants, the number of operations 
required is roughly proportional to M'.; hence, the 
solution described here is much more efficient than 
conventional solutions when the order of prediction 
is large .
It should be noted that the autocovariance functions 
in Eq. (1.2.4), (1,2,5) and (1.2.6) need not be long term 
averages. Hence, the coefficients may be calculated 
periodically from overlapping blocks of input data and the 
predictor may be adapted to changing statistics.
Another attractive method for adapting the predictor 
coefficients is the steepest descent gradient search 
technique [7]- In this method a positive definite function 
of the error is selected. For continuous signals we have:
27.
M
6(tf  = (X(t) - Y  ak X( t - kT))2 (1.2.21)
k=l
Next the gradient is taken with respect to the vector 
described by the predictor coefficients.









6(t)2 2 6 (t)X(t-MT)
(1.2 .22)
The predictor coefficients are then adapted in a direction 
opposite to the gradient, i.e.,
da .
- ^  = 7' 5 (t )X( t-jT) , (1.2.23)
where 7' is a positive constant.
In a- continuous system this is equivalent to setting 




Tb B ^ 2 = £  (a ir  8(t)2)  • -3T  (1 .2 .2k)
k=l K
Prom Eq. (1.2.21) and (1.2.23) it may be inferred that
M
^  5(t)2 = - 27'6(t)2 . ^  [X(t-kT)]2 . (1.2.25)
k=l
This constitutes a proof that the error power will be 
reduced to a minimum (i.e. that the predictor coefficients 
will approach optimum values).
In a sampled data system where the a^'s are changed 
at each sampling instant, Eq. (1.2.23) is replaced by:
AajU=iT = 75iXi-j * (1.2.26)
Since 6- and X. . are related to the overall signal i i-j B
level, 7 is generally made inversely proportional to 
signal power so that the adaptation speed will be 
independent of signal level.
Aa .





where K is a constant.
In a sampled data system the coefficients can oscillate 
about the optimum values. If the discrete system operates 
on a relatively stationary speech sound there will exist 
a set of optimum predictor coefficients a which may be 
obtained by solving Eq. (1.2.6). After i samples of the 
signal have been taken, the coefficient vector to be used 
for the (i + l) th sample is
K 6.X.











lx . l l = xl-l2 + Xi-22 + •■• + Xi-M
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If the solution vector, a were used, an error,
6 would occur. The difference between the error with ai
optimum coefficients and the error at the ith sample 
with the coefficients obtained from the gradient search 
is
  _ t
51 = [a - a.] Xi + 6ai . (1.2.29)
The difference between the coefficients after the ith 
sample and the optimum coefficients shall now be defined 
as the coefficient error vector.
= a.. ~ a (1.2.30)
Hence by Eq. (1.2.28) through (1.2.30)
\  + 1 ( ( V  *1 ) • h  - V l  \ )
(1.2.31)
If we take the norm (i.e., the sum of the squares 
of all of the vector components) on both sides of the 
previous equation, the behavior of the system becomes 
more apparent.
If K is sufficiently small, then
lie, + iH2 2 " M 2 - ss-
( h \ ) 2 ~ 6a l h \
II X„
(1.2.33)
If | 6q . | is small compared to | 
(i.e., if the error is large),
,n1 + /  „
llx ,
(1.2.34)
By the Schwartz inequality and fact that k << \
2it is obvious that + 1| < .
Hence, the coefficients adjust toward a when the error 
is larger in magnitude than 8 ^. When | 6^  | is approached
the process is slowed by the fact that | i + 1 may be2 —_-h_larger than | £± | when | 5ai | > | 4i Xj and sgn (8 }_) =
sgn (̂ j_tXi). (See 1.2.33). When the sign of 5ai is the
  4-'  ̂ 4-——
same as sgn X^) and | 5Qi | > | ^  X^ | , the prediction
32.
error,, 5  ̂ is actually less in magnitude than 5a .̂ (See 
Eqs. 1.2.29 and 1.2.30). Hence, it is reasonable to expect 
that if K is sufficiently small and the process remains 
stationary, the overall prediction error will approach 
that achieved by direct solution of Eq. (1.2.6).
A simpler gradient search is possible if the magnitude 
rather than the square of the error is minimized.












Fc r small K
„2 „2 . 2K Sgn <8«i - eitxl>^  + j.11 = uqii + ---------
IX, I
(1.2.41)
When o . < £. 'X. i.e., when the coefficients are not0ij 1 1 1
near a.
2 p 2K ||£. 4.11
114 + l1 = II4II (1.2.42)
1 + 1 ||x i ||
2
Hence, if K is sufficiently small I + ]_ I will less
than | |. When |f x| approaches l^^l convergence is
2slowed to a halt. It is reasonable to expect that 5 ,
2the average error, will be approximately equal to 5
C£
if the process remains stationary.
Once again the proof of convergence is dependent upon 
K being sufficiently small. Unfortunately, the rate at 
which the coefficients can change is proportional to K.
34.
Hence, selection of the best value for K involves a 
compromise between the ability to track changes in speech 
statistics and the ability to converge tc the vicinity 
of a.
The simulations (Part II Section 3) have shown that 
the two search techniques described above perform equally 
well on speech. The signal to noise improvement realized 
using gradient adaptation of the predictor coefficients 
at an 8 kHz sampling rate was 3 to 6 db less than that 
reported by other researchers using optimum coefficients 
[2, 17]. The sampling rate was increased from 8 kHz to 
16 kHz and the predictor was left unchanged. (i.e., the 
taps' on ^he delay line in the predictor were spaced 
two sampling intervals apart). With K reduced to half 
of its previous value, the search was carried out at a 
16 kHz rate as indicated by Eq. (1.2.43).
K 5.Xi i-2,iAa 1 (1.2.43)
k=l
A SNR improvement approximately equal to that obtained by 
B. S. Atal [2] and P. Noll [17] was thus achieved. The 
most interesting conclusion to be drawn from this experiment
is that when the rate of computation required by the 
gradient search approaches that needed to calculate the 
autocovariance functions and to solve Eq. (1.2.6) once 
every 5 to 10 millisecond, the results are the same. The 
steepest-descent gradient search involves only one simple 
algorithm ; therefore, it may be a more efficient approach 
than solutions involving Eq. (1.2.6).
Given an adequate solution to Eq. (1.2.6), an 
approximate formula for the signal to noise improvement 
gained by the predictor can be derived as follows: First,
Eq. (1.2.1) is rewritten as:
M
E(6l2 ) = E(Xi2 ) - 2 ^  ak[E(X1X1.k) + E(X1e1.k)]
k=l
M
+ <  I  < V xi-k + ei - 0 ) 2) t1-2 -2*)
k=l
If the overall signal to noise ratio is large enough and
if the correlation between the signal and the noise is





< £  \  xt - ^ s) = e( 1  < £  aj akxi - A - j ) ) °r
k=l k=l j=l
M M M
<<r aA-k>2)=i ak(i ao h1-2-46)
k=l k=i j=l
If the noise terms are dropped, Eq. (1.2.3) may be 
written as:
M
E<xixi-k> = x  aj E ( W i - j >  f1-2 -47)
J = 1
which is cf course equivalent t (1.2.6). Hence, (1.2.46)
may be rewritten as:
M M
* 0 1  ak Xi-k)2) = Z  ak E <XiXi-k) (1.2.48)
k=l k=l
and (1.2 .45) as:
M
■E(b2) = E ( X 2 ) - )T aK E(XlXl.k) (1.2.49)
k=l
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The signal to noise improvement factor for a DPCM with a 
higher order predictor is therefore given as:
X.2 ,
SNR ' 1  ̂ 1Improvement E( 5.2 \ M E(xx> }
1 / 1 - ) a r






Section 3 The Optimum Fixed Quantizer
If the quantizer in Pig. 3 is replaced by a short 
circuit, then
5 =
X = X and
M





Hence, a signal like that expected at the quantizer 
can be generated by linearly filtering the input signal. 
In the case where M = 1 and a^ = 1,
-1 .6 = (1 - Z )X or
h  = xi - xi-i
(1-3.3)
(1.3.4)
Another way to describe this relationship is the following:
\dt (1-3.5)
where T is the sampling interval.
In order to design an optimum quantizer, the 
probability distribution of 5, P(5), must be obtained. 
This may be done by simulating the DPCM coder with a 
uniform quantizer and making a histogram of the percent 
of the time that the various quantizer levels are used,
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or it may be done by directly processing the difference 
signal, 5, obtain by linear filtering.
An analysis similar to that presented next was pub­
lished by Joel Max [13] in i960. The error power of the 
quantizer in Pig. 4 may be described as follows:
E(e2) = e((5-5)2) = £  J J+1(6-6j)2P(5)d6
j = l  6 j
where - 5^ = = 30• (1*3-6)
The minimum conditions on Eq. (1.3*6) occur when the
Aderivatives with respect to 6 . and 5. are equal to zero.J d
dE(e2) _ d
dB . dB . 0 J
r .  5 ,
J (5-5, 1)2P(5)d6 +
6 J
r . 5 ,
(6-6 .) P(6)d6 J
. , 5 .o-1 1
(1-3.7)
By the fundamental theorem of calculus,
- < v V i > 2p < V  - - 0
(1*3*8)
Therefore if P(6 .)^0, it can easily be shown thatJ
the first of the two minimum conditions is given simply as:
OUTPUT $
8 n+I = +<o
INPUT 8
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Hence, each quantizer step occurs at an input level, 5 ., 
which is equal to one half the sum of the adjacent output
A  Alevels, 6 . , and 5 .J J
-E(A2)- - -7T- f j+1(5-5.)2P(6)d5 - 0 (1.3-10)





(5-5.)P(5)d5 - 0 (1.3.H)
5 . J
J
The other requirement (see Eqs. 1.3-10 and 1-3-H )
Ais that each output level 6 . be located at the centroidJ
of the probability distribution in the interval 6 . toJ
8 * Equations (1.3-9) and (1.3-11) describe the over­
all geometry of the optimum quantizer. To obtain its
absolute dimensions, one interval 6 . to 6 . , must beJ J *”U
obtained by a linear search involving Eqs. (1.3*9) and 
(1.3-11). For example, we may start with 5^ = - » and 
arbitrarily choose a value for 5g. Then by satisfying
A'Eq. (1.3.11)* we obtain a value for 5^, the most negative 
quantizer output level. Then, by setting j = 2 and
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applying Eq. (1.3.9) the next output level 6 may be cal­
culated. Then the next input interval, 5^ to 6 ,̂ is calcu­
lated from Eq. (1.3.11). The process is repeated until 
the Nth step is reached and the integral in Eq. (1.3.11) 
is taken from 6^ to +*>. If this last integration results 
in a positive answer, | 6^ | is decreased and the procedure 
is repeated. If the final integration gives a negative • 
result | bgl is increased. Since most of the probability 
distributions encountered in speech processing decrease 
monotonically as | 6 | increases, only one optimum value 
exists for 5^, and this can easily be found by applying 
the search procedure outlined here.
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The quantizer shown in Fig. 4 (solid lines) was 
derived with the aid of a computer program by M. D. Paez 
and T. H. Glisson [18] at the Electrical Engineering 
Department of North Carolina State University. Paez and 
Glisson also derived optimum quantizers for signals with 
Gamma distributions. Joel Max derived a set of optimum 
quantizersfbr signals with Gaussian probability distri­
butions. In addition optimum uniform quantizers (i.e., 
quantizers where (b^-b^) = (54-&3) •••• = (5N-6N-l) =
A A A A(5g-b1) = ... = (6^-5^ have been derived for uniformly, 
Gaussian, Laplacian, and Gamma distributed signals.
In Fig. 5 the maximum signal to noise ratios 
attainable with various quantizers are plotted as a 
function of the number of quantization steps, In this
case the uniform quantizer is processing a uniformly 
distributed signal, the optimum Gaussian a Gaussian 
distributed signal, etc. The optimum Gamma distribution 
apparently matches the amplitude probability statistics 
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The distributions encountered in speech processing 
are generally not quite as favorable as the Gaussian. 
Distributions that are more uniform than the Gaussian 
are not likely to be encountered.
The most widely used form of quantization, p law 
quantization, is nearly optimum for Laplacian distributed 
signals. This form of quantization may be realized using 
a uniform quantizer operating in series with matched non­
linear elements, namely; a compressor and an expandor 
(see Fig. 7). The first assumption used in deriving the 
p law quantizer or rather p law compressor and expandor 
characteristics is that the probability distribution,
P(6), is constant across the quantizer intervals, 5. toJ
6j+]_. Despite the fact that this assumption does not 
appear to be valid when N. is small, it holds up rather 
well provided that an optimum value is calculated for p. 
When the above assumption is applied to Eq. 1.3.11, 
the following relationships are obtained.
6j+1 (6-6 .)P(5*.)d5 = 0 J J (1.3.12)6 .J
where
Evaluating the integral we have
f7-
UNIFORM
COMPRESSOR Q U A N T IZ E R  EXPANDOR
FIG; 7
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P(6*) A  O(6 - 6 .) - (6 v J+l J ; v , 8 l)2 - o (1.3.13)
If P (6 .) 4 0 then J
8j+i + 8j (1.3-14)
and (1.3.9) is no longer retained, since (1.3.14) and
(1.3*9) define a uniform quantizer. It* should be noted
that Eq. (1.3.14) does not apply to the end steps where
5 . , = +» or 6 . = -30.J+-L J
At this point in the discussion it is convenient to 
introduce a new variable,
and to set
A  . - 6 ..-1 - 6 . j J+l J
5J = = 5J + AJ72
(1*3.15)
(1.3*16)
The- total quantizer noise power is given by Panter [19] as
-  A '.3 A
-j£- PfBj) (1.3.17)E 2 v  A<e ) = 1  1
j=l
Panter also derives an optimum condition for the quantizer 






E(e2)= ^  Y,
J=1
(1.3.19)
Using Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers it is 
possible to show that the error is minimum when
M(6;l) = M(B2) = ... = M(8j) = M(8J+1) A K•• = M <5h ) = t
(1.3.20)
where K is a constant equal to the following.
N
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If N is assumed to be even, and if P(6) is symmetrical 
about 5 = 0, then
A5 .J 4i t 4 » ,+ ••• Aj
2 2 ___
(1.3.25)
Awhere 6 . > 0, and the negative quantizer steps are the 
same as the positive steps. Next Panter recalls that 











At this point a plausible relationship between 
Panter's equation above and p law quantization will be 
shown. First, the statistics of the input signal to the 
quantizer are approximated by a Laplacian distribution.
/ o v a -a I 6 P(6) = p e I (1.3.27)
Since the p. law is normally associated with compressor 
and expandor characteristics, the expandor required in 
conjunction with a uniform quantizer is derived first.
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We start with the assumption that the compressor acts to
convert the input signal 5 into a signal* x* with a flat
distribution of the quantity M(5) (See Fig. 7)• In order
to return to the statistical properties of the input
signal* the uniform quantizer output steps* y.* must beJ
converted to levels spaced in agreement with equation 
(1.3.26). This is accomplished by substituting
% + 1 ’ y| + 2 - •••* yj for A6! + 1 ’ .....•*}
Then the summation is easily replaced by an integral
(1
continuous variable* y_.
expression where the fy^ . . . y are replaced by the
+ 1 J
6 = A [  —  1 (1.3.28)
0 Pp( B)”l 3
The constant A is selected so that
= (1.3.29)
If equation (1.3.27) is substituted for P(5) in (1.3.28) 
and if the integration is performed* the following 
expandor characteristic is obtained.
5 = 3A /2V
a \a
1 r







Awhere 5 > 0 and y > 0.
The input is limited at ±(5^ + ^N) =
the values at which the output is limited. When the
Asignal to the expandor is equal to ±5^ the output is
A±6^; the same is true of the compressor. If x is sub-
Astituted for y and 5 is substituted for 6 in equation 
(1.3.31), the compressor characteristic can then be 






+ 1 ( 1.3.32)
X, 5 > 0
The optimum value for the conventional compressor 





3 - .x) (1.3.33)
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where _o is the standard deviation of the input signal.
If (x is set equal to M-0p̂ . and Eq. (1.3-33) is substituted 
into (1.3-32), the classic p law compressor formulas are 
obtained.
Ax = 5N m  p + 1 A n  (p. + 1)
5n
5n > 6 > 0 (1-3-34)
and for 6 ■< 0
A
X  =  - 5N m  [.p. jr. + i)/l n (p + 1)
5n
(1-3-35)
The design of an optimum p law quantizer proceeds
Aas follows. First, a trial value is selected for 5^ and
Ay^ is set equal to (See Eq. 1.3-29). Then forN Auniformly spaced y. the output levels, 5., are computedJ J
using Eq. (I.3.31). Likewise, the uniformly spaced deci-
y i + y i-lsion levels, x., (where x. = —“— — “— ) are used to com- J J 2
pute the input decision levels, 5.. These may also beJ
calculated from (Eq. 1.3-29) when x- is substituted forJAy and 5. for 6. The noise power is then computed from J
Eq. (1.3-6) and the process is repeated with a new value
A  Afor 5^. By a trial and error search an optimum for 6^ 
can easily be obtained.
An 8 level p law quantizer optimized for a Laplacian 
distributed signal is shown in dotted lines in
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Fig. 4. Its performance is only slightly inferior to the 
optimum Max quantizer. The same is true of other 
quantizers that are more easily realized than M a x ’s.
In PCM systems with 64 or 128 levels, p. is usually 
set equal to a value greater than or equal to 100. The 
values used are greater than the optimum value given by 
Eq. (1.3*33) • The reason for using larger values of p. 
is that the PCM systems become less sensitive to fluctua­
tions in overall signal level when p. is large. When p. is 
increased above optimum the average signal to noise ratio 
is lowered by a few db and the dynamic r a n g e i s  
improved. This points out a weakness in systems with 
fixed optimum quantizers. Such systems are quite sensi­
tive to fluctuations in overall signal level and to a 
lesser degree to variations in speech statistics among 
talkers.
Another problem encountered in DPCM coders with 
fixed quantizers is that the quantizer output levels 
nearest the zero level must be accurately specified. If
6h and | B
2 +
are not equal, oscillations like those
( ) The dynamic range of a system is generally defined as 
the range of input signal levels for which the signal to 
noise ratio remains within 3 db of the maximum.
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shown in Pig. 8 will occur at the output of the integrator 
in the absence of an input signal. As the difference
is reduced, the frequency ofbetween A5n and
A
5n +
2 2 + 1
the idle channel oscillations is lowered and the chances 
for eliminating the idling noise with a high pass filter 
are improved. If the idle channel oscillations should 
occur in the telephone band, the RMS signal to idle noise 
ratio of the DPCM coder with a fixed, optimum, Laplacian 
quantizer is only 29 db when N = 16 and 23 db when N = 8. 
In view of the fact that the idle channel noise is a 
quasi-periodic phenomena with most of its power concen­
trated at a few frequencies, the signal to idle channel 
noise ratio must be increased to about 60 db if telephone 
quality transmission is to be approached.
56.
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Section 4 Delta Modulation
Both of the problems cited in the last section can 
be eliminated by the application of adaptive quantization. 
Adaptive quantization is in wide use in only the simplest 
of DPCM systems, the delta modulator. In delta encoding, 
the difference between the input signal and the voltage 
on a predictor is sampled at a rate well above the 
Nyquist frequency: hence, the autocovariance at one 
sample delay, p-̂ , is much closer to unity than for a 
delay of one Nyquist interval. The signal to noise 
improvement given by Eq. (1.1.17) is therefore much 
larger, permitting the use of a simple two level quantizer,
If the linear delta modulator shown in Fig. 9a is 
compared with the DPCM system shown in Fig. 3, it becomes 
obvious that the delta encoder is simply a DPCM encoder 
with a two level quantizer. For first order prediction 
(M = 1), the transfer function of the predictor and the 
positive feedback loop associated with it in Fig. 3 is 
given by
.-1 
” 1£  (z) - SlZ • (1.4.1)1 - a Z'
The corresponding Laplace transform is given next.
a e"ST
£  <S) = ~ — I   ' (1-4.2)5 S + rp
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a- (s) = g + 2ir f ’ (1*^.3)o c
Equations (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) indicate that the 
predictor and the positive feedback loop associated 
with it may be replaced by an integrator.
Hl(s) ~ s + 2tt fc
The delay in equation (1.4.3) implies that the output of
Athe integrator will equal at the i + 1th sampling
instant. Since a1 is always near unity, the signal at 
the integrator is a delayed approximation to the input.
The encoder is replaced by a differential comparator and
a flip-flop. The comparator is connected so that the 
sign of the difference signal, sgn(6), is stored on the 
flip-flop at the sampling instant (i.e., when the flip- 
flop ib clocked). The equivalent quantizer step is 
determined by the network at the input to the integrator.
A = b2 - 5i = 2Eq (1.4.5)
A comparison of the signal to noise characteristics
of 7 bit log PCM and linear delta modulation with a 
first order predictor (i.e., a single integrator) is
6o
shown in Fig. 9b. The signal to noise curves for the 
delta modulator were calculated from J. Abate*s results, [1] 
assuming that speech can be modeled as a random process 
with a Laplacian amplitude probability distribution and 
a spectrum which is flat below 400 Hz, integrated from 
400 Hz to 3*2 kHz and sharply low pass filtered at 3-2 kHz.
Although the model applied to J. Abate*s formulas is 
a farily good approximation of speech, it is more 
accurate to assume that the speech power spectrum is 
integrated twice above 1 kHz [9]- Abate's results are 
therefore slightly pessimistic.
The signal to noise ratio at the optimum signal 
level or optimum quantization step size can be calculated 
more accurately by applying the theory developed in 
sections one and three. The signal to noise ratio as 
defined in section one can be calculated from the signal 
to noise improvement formula (1.1.17) and the fact that 
a two level optimum Max quantizer operating on the 
derivative of the speech signal offers a 3 db signal to 
noise ratio. However, much of the quantizing noise 
generated in delta modulation is rejected by the 
desampling filter. The noise power spectrum of an optimum 
linear delta modulator is relatively flat in the band 
from 200 Hz to one half the sampling frequency. Hence,
6l
the fraction of the noise in the pass-band is equal to 
the cut-off frequency of the filter divided by one half 
of the sampling frequency. The formula for signal to 
noise for a delta modulator is therefore
2f
SNR = -----§---  , (1.4.6)
2fB (l - pj)
where fg is the sampling frequency and fg is the cut-off 
frequency of the de-sampling filter. If the sampling 
frequency is greater than six times the signal bandwidth, 
the following relationships hold.
B m  =3( s % )  { l A - 8 )
F. DeJager [21] has shown that a linear delta modu­
lator can reproduce speech with a quality equal to that 
of 7 hit log PCM while operating at a sampling rate of 
about 120 kHz.
By adapting the step size to match changing signal 
levels the optimum SNR performance of a linear delta 
modulator can be extended over a range of input levels. 
Hence, adaptation improves the performance of delta
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modulators by extending the dynamic range and by 
squelching idle channel noise. Many logics have been 
devised for adapting the quantization step; these differ 
primarily in the rate of adaptation.
An example of fast or instantaneous adaptation is 
N. S. Jayant's [11] exponentially adaptive delta modulator 
with a one bit memory (see Fig. 10). In this delta 
modulator, the quantization step is multiplied by P > 1 
if the present and previous bits are of the same sign 
and by Q, < 1 if they are different. Due to the fact that 
adaptation occurs at every sampling instant, only a 
single integrator can be used for reasons of stability. 
Jayant has shown by mathematical derivations and by 
simulations that the quantizing error is minimized when 
P = ^ = 1.5. The signal to noise measurements obtained 
in Jayant's simulations while processing speech compare 
favorable with J. Abate's results. This indicates that 
the adaptation keeps the step size very close to optimum 
and that Abate's stochastic model for the speech signal 
is a bit pessimistic (see Fig. 11). On the other hand, 
equation (1.4.8) yields results that are within 1 db of 
Jayant's.
A careful study of a hardware model built by the 
author [4] has shown that the exponentially adaptive
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delta modulator is an easily realizable device that does 
not require precise balancing. The author has also shown 
that if all corresponding positive steps, are made
slightly smaller than the negative steps A^ , then the 
exponentially adaptive delta modulator is asymptotically 
stable, and idle channel patterns will involve only the 
two smallest step sizes.
The quality of speech regenerated by N. S. Jayant’s 
instantaneously adaptive delta modulator is quite good at 
sampling rates above 28 kHz. It is interesting to note 
that a sub-optimal setting of P favoring slope overload 
noise was preferred by most listeners. [12] This 
indicates that the slower companding used in the con­
tinuously adaptive delta modulators is adequate.
In other instantaneously adaptive delta modulators 
as well as in the continuously adaptive delta modulators, 
the integrating networks are more complex than in 
Jayant's scheme. Generally double integration is 
employed somewhere above 1 kHz to one sixth of the 
sampling frequency. At sampling rates of 20 to 40 kHz, 
the subjective quality of speech regenerated using double 
integration is somewhat better than that obtained with 
single integration. No measurable improvement in the 
signal to noise ratio when processing speech or in
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intelligibility are obtained from double integration, 
however. The lack of improvement in signal to noise 
ratios is to be expected, since the design of the double 
integration networks is based on subjective consider- ..ions 
having no relation to second order prediction.
A slow or continuously adaptive delta modulator was
first proposed by J. A. Greefkes and F. DeJager [5 ]. In
this delta modulator the magnitude of the derivative of 
the input signal is low-pass filtered at 100 Hz and 
coded by a pulse frequency modulator incorporated in the
delta encoder. The signal recovered from the pulse
frequency modulation channel is used to control the step 
size. In order to accommodate two channels in one coder 
(one channel for the step size companding information 
and one for speech), the speech signal must be limited to
the 300 Hz to 3.2 kHz band. (See Fig. 12).
In Tomozawa and Kaneko's [23] adaptive delta modu­
lator, the output code is low-pass filtered at 100 Hz,
rectified, and low-pass filtered again to obtain the 
step-size, adaptation signal. If at a given time the 
quantization step is too small, series of consecutive 
ones and zeros are generated at the output of the encoder. 
Hence, the bit stream acquires more low frequency energy 
which will pass through the Hg filter (see Fig. 13), 
causing the companding signal and the step size to grow
& 8.
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larger. When the step size is too large the output 
oscillates between zero and one most of the time, 
causing energy in the bit stream to shift out of the 
passband of This causes a drop in the adaptation
voltage and a subsequent decrease in the quantizing step.
All of the adaptive delta modulators mentioned 
here are capable of regenerating highly intelligible 
speech at sampling rates as low as 20 kHz, and trans­
mission error rates as high as 1 in 100. If the cut-off 
frequency on the low-pass filters used in the continuously 
adaptive delta modulators is reduced, error rates as 
high as 1 in 10 can be tolerated; however, performance 
in the absence of errors is partially impaired.
The important conclusions to be drawn from this 
section are the following:
(1) Adaptation of the quantizer extends the dynamic 
range of a coder and there by improves per­
formance .
(2) Adaptative quantization also squelches idle 
channel noise.
(3) Slow adaptation offers more resistance to 
channel errors.
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(4) The signal to noise performance of the exponent­
ially adaptive delta modulator with a one bit 
memory is nearly the best that can be obtained 
with a fixed integrator network. Hence, the 
signal to noise performance curves taken on 
this delta modulator can be used to compare 





Although some of the theory in Part I was 
formulated by the author, most of it is a review of the 
literature. Part II, on the other hand, contains only 
new research and new results. In the first section, 
the simulation of a DPCM coder with an adaptive 
quantizer is described, signal-to-noise measurements 
are presented, and subjective tests are discussed. In 
the second section, a hardware realization of the ADPCM 
coder is shown, and an application to automatic voice 
answer back systems is pointed out. In the third 
section, an ADPCM coder is described where an eighth- 
order predictor is adapted to fit the changing statistics 
of the input signal. Improvements gained by the 
application of adaptive, higher-order prediction are 
discussed in this section.
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Section 1 A DPCM System With An Adaptive Quantizer
Adaptive DPCM (ADPCM) ooding was investigated by 
the author for the following reasons:
(1) Differential or predictive coding offers an 
advantage over direct coding of the input signal 
as in PCM systems. (See equations 1.1.17 and 
1.2.51)
(2) Adaptive Quantization provides a wide dynamic 
range and thus eliminates any need to compromise 
on the quantizer design.
(3) The signal to noise ratio of a delta modulator 
is at best proportional to the cube of the 
information rate; where as the SNR of DPCM and 
PCM coders increases exponentially with respect 
to the bit rate. (For each bit added to the 
code word, the number of quantization levels is 
doubled and the SNR can be increased by 6db.) 
Hence it appeared likely that the performance 
of ADPCM might be superior to Delta Modulation 
even at relatively low bit rates.
(4) It was also logical to assume that the problems 
of limited dynamic range and idle channel 
oscillations associated with a conventional
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DPCM system having a fixed quantizer would 
also be eliminated in an adaptive system.
The on line computing facility of the Acoustics 
Research Department at Bell Telephone Laboratories was 
used to simulate a variety of Adaptive DPCM systems 
and to test the theories presented earlier. A descrip­
tion of this facility is given in Appendix No. 1.
The First Simulation
The first adaptive DPCM coder simulated on the 
computer (see Fig. 14) was designed on the premise 
that the best adaptive quantization could be obtained 
from some average of the absolute value of previous 
quantizer outputs. In Jayant's and in Kaneko and 
Tomozawa's delta modulators a measurement of slope 
overload (i.e., the occurance of sequences of like 
symbols in the output code) is used to compand the 
quantization step because the delta modulator code 
words contain no amplitude information. In a DPCM 
coder, however, such information is readily available 
in the code words and at the output of the quantizer.
In the first round of simulations a uniform, 8 
level quantizer was used with a 3 bit code. The 
sampling rate was set at 8kHz and the prediction
200 Hz 
3.2 kHz
















OUTPUT 3.2 kHz LOWPASS FILTER
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coefficient, a^, was set equal to one. The quantized 
error signal, 5, was full-wave rectified and low pass 
filtered to obtain the quantization step, Aa, to be 
used to encode the next sample. Two filter parameters 
(in-band gain, K, and the feedback coefficient, b) were 
adjusted on line until the best possible results were 
obtained. The best signal to noise measurement was 
achieved with an inband gain of K = 0.5 and a cut-off 
frequency of 220 Hz (i.e., with b = .84).
The Second Simulation
A comparison of time waveforms (input x, output x 
and the quantization step Aq ) revealed that severe 
overload was occurring during times when Aq was 
increasing. Hence, it was decided that the program 
should be changed to permit the quantizer to expand 
rapidly and contract slowly. A circuit which performs 
the same functions as the program is shown in Pig. 15.
If the magnitude of the quantizer output in Pig. 15
is less than the voltage stored on the capacitor, Aa
is reduced by the following factor.
A = A e-T^ C (2.1.1)
« 1+1 « 1
On the other hand if | 6 | is greater than the voltage on
the capacitor, then
ADAPTIVE DPCM SYSTEM NO. 2
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A (K | Q | - 1) A (l-e“T/P'dC) + Aq (2.1.3)
i
where is a number such that
(2.1.4)
Subsequent simulations revealed that the best performance
greater than the voltage on the capacitor (i.e., when
A signal to noise ratio of 15db was achieved with 
Rd = 0, K = 0.5 and the cut-off frequency of the 
remaining RC filter set at 170 Hz (b=.875).
The signal to noise ratios given here refer to the 
ratio of average power in the input signal to average 
power in the error signal after it is low-pass 
filtered at 3*2 kHz.
is achieved when R^ ~ Oj therefore, when | 6^ | is
> 2 .0 ),
(2.1.5)
The low-pass filter used was a nonrecursive, transversal 
filter with a 128 sample impulse response. The filter 
was designed and programmed by L. R. Rabiner using a 
frequency sampling technique.  ̂ The filter has unity
gain from D.C. to 3.2 kHz and an attenuation of 40 db 
or more from 3*3 kHz to 4 kHz. As is the case with 
sample data filters, the amplitude response repeats 
itself in the frequency domain in the same manner as 
the spectra of sampled signals. Although power in the 
aliasing bands (4.8 kHz to 11.2 kHz, 12.8 kHz to 19*2 
kHz, etc.) is passed by the filter, noise power in these 
bands is compared with power in the sampled input speech 
spectrum.
The Third Simulation (Instantaneous Companding)
After considering some schemes for realizing the 
adaptive DPCM system in hardware, it was decided that 
it would be easier to adapt the quantizer from logic 
controlled from the encoder as in Fig. l6. At first a 
logic exactly equivalent to the above was simulated and 



















indicated that the largest possible quantizer output was 
used, (K | | = 1.75) the quantizer size was multiplied
by 1.75 as indicated by Eq. (2.1.5). For | 5 | of the 
next smallest size, the quantizer was enlarged by 
25 percent (K | | = 1.25), and for codes indicating
smaller values of ( 5 | the quantizer was reduced to .875 
of its previous size. An attempt was made to find 
better multipliers, and it was found that those given 
above yielded the highest signal to noise ratios.
In order to make the description of the coder 
perfectly clear, the uniform, 8 level quantizer is 
shown in Fig. 17 with the code words assigned to each 
output level, and the companding rule is stated in 
Table 1. The coder operates in the following manner.
The difference, 5, between a band limited input signal, x, 
and a predicted value, Y, is quantized and coded. Then 
the quantized difference is summed with Y to obtain a 
corrected estimate of the input signal, X. The code 
depicting the quantizer level used to estimate 6 is 
transmitted to the decoder. It is also processed by a 
logic (see Table 1) which expands or contracts the 
quantizer before the next input sample is encoded. The 
quantizer size reference, Aq' at the decoder is 













the quantizer in the encoder; hence Aq ' is identical 
An and x' is identical to x in the absence of 
transmission errors.
Companding Logic for an ADPCM coder with a 
Fixed Predictor (a^ = -98^) and an 8 level, 
uniform quantizer. SNR = 15db (Sampling
Rate 8 kHz, Bandwidth: 200 Hz to 3.2 kHz)
Code Word________ Quantizer Multiplier
111 or 000 1.75




A DPCM coder with a 16 level, uniform, adaptive 
quantizer was simulated next and a signal to noise 
ratio of 20.5 db was obtained with the companding logic 
shown in Table 2. The digital codes corresponding to 
the sixteen levels were 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 
1000, 1001, 1010, 1100, 1101 and 1111. The code words
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are listed in order; the first depicts the most 
negative quantization level and the last depicts the 
most positive.
Companding Logic for an ADPCM coder with a 
fixed predictor (a-̂  = .984) and a 16 level, 
Uniform Quantizer (SNR = 20.5 db Sampling 
Rate - 8 kHz Bandwidth: 200 Hz to 3.2 kHz.)
Code Word_________ Quantizer Multiplier
1111 or 0000 3.00
1110 or 0001 1.75
1101, 1100, 0011
or 0010 1.25
One of the other
8 codes .875
TABLE No. 2
At this point several measurements were taken to 
see if the performance of the coder might not be 
improved. Among these there were measurements of the 
probability of occurance of the various code words. 
From this data a probability histogram of the predic­
tion error, P(6), (See Fig. 18) was drawn where 6 is 
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units. A study of the histogram revealed that the 
probability was distributed almost exactly as in a 
Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and a 
standard deviation of one quantizer step, An .
It was decided that another simulation should be 
done with an optimum Gaussian quantizer. The input 
decision levels and the output quantization levels of 
optimum quantizers like those designed by J. Max and 
others [13*18] are measured in standard deviations of 
the signal for which they are optimum. Therefore the 
quantizer size will henceforth be referred to as the 
standard deviation, o.
An 8 level quantizer, optimum for Gaussian 
distributed signals was incorporated in the coder and 
a signal to noise ratio of 16 db was recorded with the 
multipliers given in Table No. 3.
Companding Logic for an Adaptive DPCM Coder 
with a Fixed Predictor (a^ = .984) and an 8 
level, Optimum Gaussian Quantizer (SNR = l6db 
Sampling Rate = 8 kHz Bandwidth: 200 Hz to
3.2 kHz)
Code Word________ Quantizer Multiplier
111 or 000 2.00




With a 16 level optimum Gaussian Quantizer the 
following results were recorded.
Companding Logic for an Adaptive DPCM Coder 
with a Fixed Predictor (a^ = .984) and a 16 
level, Optimum Gaussian Quantizer (SNR = 22 db 
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The code words were assigned in the same sequences 
used with the uniform quantizers.
The signal to noise ratios obtained with the 
ADPCM coders are approximately equal to the best that 
can be expected from a DPCM coder with an optimum 
fixed quantizer. However, the adaptive coders have 
the advantage of an extended dynamic range and quiet 
idle channel performance. The normalized autocorrela­
tion of the speech signal at a delay of one sampling
interval was 0.79; hence, by Eq. 1.1.18 the signal to
noise improvement is 3-8 db. The error signal is
diminished by 0.6 db when it is limited to the 200 Hz
to 3-2 kHz band. The probability distribution of the 
error signal, 6, is quite similar to that of the speech 
signal; therefore, the signal to noise performance of 
a fixed quantizer should be about the same as that of 
the optimum Gamma, Max quantizer in Fig. 6. A formula 
for the optimum performance expected of a DPCM coder 
with a fixed quantizer is given below.
2 2 
SNR = 10 log10 + 10 log1Q E
eLP 6
+ 10 log10 2(i_Pij (2.1.7)
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The optimum SNR is l6 db when using an 8 level 
quantizer and 21.9 db when using a 16 level quantizer 
(See Fig. 6 and Eq. 2.1.7). Two more simulations were 
run with the sampling rate reduced to 6 kHz and the band­
width reduced to 2.8 kHz. The results of these simula­
tions are given in Tables 5 and 6.
Companding Logic for an Adaptive DPCM Coder
with a Fixed Predictor (a^ = .988) and an 8 
level, Optimum Gaussian Quantizer (SNR = 14.8 
db Sampling Rate = 6 kHz Bandwidth: 200 Hz
to 2.8 kHz)
Code Word__________ Quantizer Multiplier
111 or 000 2.00





Companding Logic for an Adaptive DPCM Coder 
with a Fixed Predictor (a^ = .988) and a 16 
level, Optimum Gaussian Quantizer (SNR = 
20.7 db Sampling Rate = 6 kHz Bandwidth: 
200 Hz to 2.8 kHz)
Code Word_________ Quantizer Multiplier
1111 or 0000 3.75
1110 or 0001 1.75
1101, 1100, 0011
or 0010 1.25
One of the other
8 codes 0.8
TABLE NO. 6
Although sampling so near to the Nyquist rate 
increases the burden placed on the desampling filter, 
a relatively small commercially available 7th order 
Tschebychev filter with a 2 db in-band ripple does the 
job adequately.
A Comparison of ADPCM, LOG PCM and DELTA Modulation 
(Objective Measures)
In Fig. 19 the signal to noise performance of 
Jayant's adaptive delta modulator is compared with the 
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Here the oversampling ratio^) of the adaptive delta 
modulator is approximately equal to the word size in 
the ADPCM system. In Fig. 20 the ADPCM systems operating 
at 8 kHz sampling are compared with Jayant's delta 
modulator and with log PCM (p = 100, 8 kHz sampling).
The eight decibel advantage held by the ADPCM 
coder over PCM is due to the signal to noise improvement 
factor associated with a DPCM system and to the use of 
optimum quantization. The p law quantization used in 
PCM systems sacrifices about 4 db in SNR to achieve a 
wide dynamic range. No such compromise need be made in 
the ADPCM system because the adaptive feature provide 
for a wide dynamic range.
The comparisons made in Figs. 19 and 20 are cross 
comparison between published results, and the results 
of the simulations. Recent simulations run by A. E. 
Rosenberg indicate that ADPCM coders perform as well 
or better than the adaptive delta modulator at all bit 
rates, when both are processing the same signal. It 
appears that a measured difference less than 2 db exists 
between ADPCM and adaptive delta modulation at 24 
kilobits per second or less. When an optimum
( ) The oversampling ratio is defined as, B = (fg/2fB ) 
where fs is sampling rate of the delta modulator 
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quantizer of 16 or more levels is used, the performance 
of the ADPCM systems is superior. The extrapolation of 
the signal to noise curves for ADPCM is Justified 
because published results indicate that the signal to 
noise ratio of an optimum quantizer will rise by 6 db 
when the number of quantization levels is doubled and a 
bit is added to the code word (see Figs. 5 and 6).
A Theory For Optimum Quantizer Multipliers
Thus far in Section 1 of Part II an experiment has 
been devised and the results have been recorded.
Basically, what was finally done is that an ADPCM coder 
program was written where for each of the possible 
output codes the quantizer was adapted by a fixed 
multiplier. The multipliers were adjusted on line by 
the programmer until he felt that he could no longer 
improve the performance.
Although a precise formula for optimum quantizer 
multipliers has not been found, some theory has been 
generated which explains why the optimum multipliers 
dictate that the quantizer should be expanded rapidly 
and contracted slowly. Jayant simulated an adaptive 
uniform quantizer which utilizes a one word memory. After 
an exhaustive search he found that rules similar to those 
stated above were optimum while processing a 10,000 
sample Gauss-Markov sequences, 6^.
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5i Pi 5i-l + ^l-pn2 ) Ni (1.2.8)
where is the correlation between noise samples and 
I'L is a white Gaussian sequence. Jayant found that fast 
increases and slow decreases in quantizer size consti­
tute the best adaptation and that the signal to noise 
ratio is not increasedas compared with an optimum, 
fixed, uniform quantizer unless the correlation between 
adjacent steps is quite large.
Jayant then developed a theory which partially 
explains our results. The best estimate of the standard 
deviation of the next sample of a signal given the 
present sample is
E1 (°i+l2 ) = 6i2 • (2.1.9)
The best estimate based on the present and previous 
samples is
2 2 
2 5i + 5i-l E2 (°i+i ) =---- 2------  ' (2 .1.10)
and the difference between the two estimates is 
AE(°i+l ) = E2 (0i+1 ) “ El^°i+1 )
2 2 6. , - 5.l-l i
(2.1.11)
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If the present quantizer size, , is set equal to
E.p(Oi2 ) , then
°i2 = 5i-l2 + AE(°i2) (2.1.12)
2If 8^_1 is eliminated by combining (2.1.10) and
(2.1.12), the following relationship is obtained
E2 (0i +1 ) _ °i+l 1 ^5i . AE(°i+l )T* 1 -
°i °i °i °i
2 " 2 - 2 V 2 2
(2.1.13)
Of the quantities required to solve Eq. (2.1.13) only 
26^ is known correct to within the quantization error.
6i = Qi0. + e. (2.1.14)
where is a number such that 8^ = Hence,
Eq. (2.1.13) may be written as follows:
“l+i2 _ 1 ( 2 + x + li! + 2«iei






The last term In Eq. (2.1.15) is an unknown random 
variable with a mean value of zero; therefore, the best 
adaptation multiplier is given by the following:
°i+l Qt2 + 1 + (e.2/0i2) + (2Q.e./ai)
(2 .1.16)
Given an eight level uniform quantizer as in the first 
simulations, Max found that the optimum values for the 
output levels (8^ = Q^o^) were 2.030^, 1.450^, 0.870  ̂
and .290 .̂ With = 2.03, 1-45, etc. and the assump­
tion that the histogram shown in Fig. 18 is the optimum 
distribution of output level usage, the following 
multipliers are obtained from Eq. (2.1.16).
o i + i / ° i
Code N5
By Experimental
Qi Eq. (2.1.16) Optimum_____
111 or 000 
















.80 (6 kHz sampling)
.875 (8 kHz 
sampling) 
or
.80 (6 kHz sampling)
TABLE NO. 7
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Considering the simplicity of the derivation, the 
optimum multipliers given by Eq. (2.1.16) agree rather 
well with the experimental values obtained in the 
ADPCM simulations with speech inputs. In his simula­
tions with Gauss-Markov sequences Jayant found that 
the best multipliers were nearly equal to the 
experimental values given for processing speech at 
8 kHz sampling. In the simulation of the ADPCM system 
with a speech input and in Jayant's simulations with 
Gauss-Markov sequences the best performance was 
achieved when the two attenuating multipliers were 
equal. When the sampling rate was changed from 8 kHz 
to 6 kHz, the lower multipliers change when processing 
speech. On the other hand, no such change occurred in 
Jayant's data when was changed. The discrepencies 
in the lower multipliers and a reduction of 1 to 2 db 
in the signal to noise ratio obtained at the quantizer 
as compared to Jayant's results is probably related to 
the fact that the error signal, 6, is not Gaussian.
The discrepencies may also be related to the quantity
AE(o^2)/o^2 . The estimates of the effects of the
2 2noise terms, and e^ /o^ were obtained from
the histogram shown in Fig. 18. The effects of these 




If the measurements shown in Fig. 19 are used to 
judge the ADPCM system, it might be concluded that at 
18 kilobits/sec. the adaptive delta modulator with 
P = 1.5 is superior to the 3 bit ADPCM system. But the 
adaptive delta modulator with P = 1.2 was preferred by 
listeners over the optimum delta modulator (P = 1.5)* 
Likewise it might be concluded from Fig. 20 that 5 bit 
log PCM (M- = 100) is superior to the 3 bit ADPCM system, 
and that 6 bit log PCM is superior to the 4 bit ADPCM 
system. It was decided that a subjective comparison 
should be made between the ADPCM systems and M- = 100, 
log PCM. At a sampling rate of 8 kHz the following 
speech sample was processed by the 3 bit and 4 bit 
ADPCM systems, and by 4 bit, 5 bit, 6 bit and 7 bit 
(M- = 100) log PCM systems.
"The circuit operates on the same principle as 
N. S. Jayant's simulation."
Several copies of each of the processed speech 
samples were made. A sentence processed by the 3 bit 
ADPCM system was spliced ahead of a sentence processed 
by each of the log PCM systems with a half second of 
silence between them. Then a sentence processed by the 
3 bit ADPCM system was spliced behind a sentence processed
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by each of the log PCM systems. The same splicing 
procedure was carried out with sentences processed by 
the 4 bit ADPCM system to obtain a total of sixteen 
paired comparisons. Each pair was assigned a number 
and the numbers were written down in the order in which 
they appeared in the random numbers table published 
in the CRC Mathematical Tables (12th edition). Finally 
the pairs were spliced together in the random order 
obtained from the table, with three seconds of silent 
leader placed between them.
Each of 22 subjects was asked to listen to one of 
the sentences processed by an ADPCM system, and to 
attempt to repeat back what was said. Almost all of the 
listeners were able to repeat back 90$ or more of the 
test sentence on the first try, and to get the entire 
sentence correct on the second. Some difficulty was 
encountered with the unusual name "N. S. Jayant"; 
however, all of the listeners mouthed some sounds 
which were phonetically close to "N. S. Jayant".
Hence, it was concluded that the intelligibility of the
roi
ADPCM systems approached that of natural speech.
After this brief intelligibility test, each listener 
was permitted to listen to part of the tape so as to 
become accustomed to it. Then he was asked to listen 
to the entire tape and to indicate which member of each
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pair he preferred (i.e., which one, in his opinion, was 
of better quality). The decision was forced upon him; 
he was required to listen repeatedly to a pair until he 
made a decision. If, however, a subject required a 
second try or if he thought the decision was difficult 
he was asked to indicate the difficulty by checking a 
box marked "same".
The listeners were a mixture of Hell Laboratories 
employees, N.CJ.E. faculty and students, the author's 
wife and two of his neighbors. Eighteen of the 
listeners were men and four were women. The test 
lasted about b minutes; hence, fatigue and discomfort 
due to wearing earphones, etc. was minimi/, ed.
The results were scored as follows: If a compari­
son resulted in a clear preferrence, the preferred 
system was given one point. If the box marked "same" 
was checked, the preferred system was given two thirds 
of a point and the other was given one third of a point. 
This scoring system allots one point to a comparison; 
therefore, a confidence measurement on the outcome can 
be obtained by comparison with a simple coin flipping 
experiment. Each pair of systems was compared twice 
(once with the order of presentation reversed) by each 
of the twenty-two listeners; hence, 44 comparisons wore
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made. If an honest coin is flipped 44 times, the mean 
number of heads will be 22 and the standard deviation 
will be 3-32.
m = PN and (2.1.17)
a = v/NPq , (2 .1.18)
where P is the probability that a head will occur, q 
is the probability of a tail, and N is the number of 
flips of the coin. For an honest coin, P = q = ̂  .
For large numbers of events the Bernoulli distribution 
with P = 1/2 (Eq. 1.2.17 and 1.2.18) can be very 
accurately approximated by a normal distribution with 
the same mean and standard deviation. Hence, the area 
under a normal distribution with a mean of 22 and a 
standard deviation of 3.32 taken from -*> to the highest 
test score gives a confidence measurement of the outcome. 
For example, the 3 bit ADPCM system got a score of 
31 2/3 (2.91 standard deviations above the mean) when 
compared with the 5 bit log PCM system. The area under 
the normal distribution is
,2.91 _ xf.
1 e 2 dx = .9982 . (2 .1.19)
\/2tt
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This indicates a high degree of confidence in the 
superiority of the ADPCM system. On the other hand, 
the 6 hit log PCM system scored 22 2/3 (only 0.2 
standard deviations above the mean for coin flipping) 
when compared with the 3 bit ADPCM system. Hence, it 
is concluded that these systems regenerate speech of 
nearly equal quality because the confidence is only 
0.58. The overall scores and confidence ratings are 
given in Table 8.
It is argued by many people in the behavioral 
sciences that stimuli can be ranked according to 
preference only if the subjects agree to some extent on 
what they perceive and on the criteria for making 
judgments.
A method for representing data in three dimensions
has been programmed and reported on by J. D. Carroll.
The paired comparisons given by each subject were
processed by Carroll's multidimensional scaling program. 
In Pig. 21 planes normal to each subject vector are 
drawn through the stimulus points. The points where 
these planes intersect the vectors approximately repre­
sent the subjects' preferences. The vectors point 
through the origin in the direction of increasing 
preference. The least preferred stimuli project on to 
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3 bit A DPCM-38 4 bit log PCM-6 4.82 1.0000
3 bit ADPCM-31-y 5 bit log PCM-12 y 2.91 0.9982
6 bit log PCM -22 — 3 bit ADPCM - 21^ 0.20 0.5793
7 bit log PCM-34 i 3 bit ADPCM -9-| 3.22 0.9994
4 bit ADPCM -38 J 4 bit log PCM-5-|- 4.92 1.0000
4 bit ADPCM - 38y 5 bit log PCM -5y 4.92 1.0000
4 bit ADPCM-32y 6 bit log PCM -11J- 3.11 0.9991
7 bit log PCM -23^ 4 bit ADPCM-20^ 0.50 0.6915
TABLE 8
i o s .
DIM 2







Seventy-seven percent of the subject variance 
projects onto the first dimension. This indicates that 
one criterion is of primary importance. Twelve percent 
of the variance projects on the second dimension and 
seven percent on a third. Overall preference ratings 
for the systems may be obtained by projecting the 
stimulus points onto the first dimension, where the 
most negative values are the most preferred. These 
ratings compare rather well with the overall scores 
given in Table 8. A small discrepancy exists because 
the 3 bit ADPCM system is thus ranked above 6 bit log 
PCM. This is not serious because the difference in the 
scores in Table 8 and the preference difference plotted 
on dimension one are both statistically insignificant.
The important results of the subjective tests are 
that the 3 bit ADPCM system regenerates speech with a 
quality equal to 6 bit log PCM, and that the quality of 
speech regenerated by the 4 bit ADPCM system is some­
where between that of 6 bit and 7 bit log PCM.
There is a discrepancy of 4 db to 10 db between the 
measured signal to noise ratios shown in Pig. 20 and the 
results of the subjective tests. If more ADPCM 
quantizing noise can be tolerated than PCM noise, then 
the two kinds of noise must be qualitatively different. 
An effort was made to determine this difference.
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H. Levitt,  ̂ N. S. Jayant and A. E. Rosenberg^-12 ̂
have all found that slope overload in a delta modulator 
is far more tolerable than granular noise like that 
generated by a PCM coder. When Jayant's delta-modulator 
is operating at the subjective optimum (P=l/Q=1.2), 
most of the noise is slope overload noise (i.e., most of 
the time the input sample, X^, does not lie between, the 
predicted value, Y^, and the output sample, X-).
R. A. McDonald^^^ found that the spectrum of the quanti­
zing noise in a DPCM coder with a fixed quantizer is 
relatively white during normal operation; however, during 
heavy loading when | 5̂ | is often greater than 8^, he 
found that the noise spectrum resembled that of the input 
signal. Hence, some masking effects occur and the noise 
becomes more acceptable during overload.
In the ADPCM system with an eight level quantizer, 
overload occurs about six percent of the time and 
accounts for slightly less than half of the noise power 
(see Fig. 18). Hence, an overall change in the noise 
spectrum of no more than 3 db can be attributed to over­
load. In Fig. 22 the long-time power spectra are shown 
for the input speech signal, the ADPCM quantizing noise 
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(2.1.20)
kT is the sampling interval, and 1 - -jjjg is a triangular 
window function which smoothly time limits p (kT).
The sampled data power spectrum is made up of impulses 
(i.e., numerical values) located at 31 Hz intervals.
The long-term power spectrum of the ADPCM noise 
rolls off about 2 db between 1.6 kHz and 3.2 kHz; 
whereas, the log PCM noise is white. This small roll­
off is probably due to overload effects.
In Fig. 23 sound spectograms of the input signal,
ADPCM quantizing noise and log PCM quantizing noise are
shown. The horizontal scale is time, the vertical is
frequency and the darkness of the markings is proportional
T 71to the amplitude of the short-time power spectrum. 1J
co = *  (2 tr x 3 1 ) J  i  = 1 ,2 128
(2.1.21)
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and where h(t) is the impulse response of the analyzing 
filter in the spectograph machine.
The dark bands of energy which appear on the 
spectogram of the input speech indicate the location of 
the resonant frequencies of the vocal cavity (i.e., the 
formant frequencies). The vertical stripes correspond 
to the peak amplitude regions of each pitch period of 
the speech waveform. In both spectograms of quantizing 
noise very little information related to the formant 
frequencies remains; however, rather clear markings 
related to vocal-cord excitation and syllabic boundaries 
remain in the spectogram of the ADPCM noise. This 
information is not as well preserved in the PCM noise.
In Fig. 24 some photographs of the quantizer 
companding signal, o, are shown. Obviously, the 
amplitude of the quantizing noise samples in the ADPCM 
system are closely related to o which in turn is an 
approximate envelope of the derivative of the input 
signal. This explains the presence of harmonics of the 
vocal-cord excitation in the ADPCM noise spectra. The 
noise in the PCM system is related to the envelope of the
/ / 2 .
•v,.. -x v
V. •
F I G .  2 f
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input signal by the p law quantization. (Larger 
amplitudes are more coarsely quantized than smaller 
amplitudes.) Although both noises contain pitch 
harmonics, the ADPCM noise sounds buzzier.
The values which a may take on were limited to a 
40 db range. The effective dynamic range of the eight 
level adaptive quantizer is also about 40 db when 
processing speech; whereas, that of a 32 level, M- = 100,
r pit 1log PCM quantizer is less than 30 db. J This lack of 
range results in the generation of noticeable noise 
during quiet intervals as indicated on the spectrograms 
in Fig. 23.
Hence, the following features may be associated 
with noise in the ADPCM system:
(1) less energy at high frequencies,
(2) short-time spectra containing harmonics of the 
vocal-cord excitation function, and
(3) wide dynamic range resulting in lower overall 
energy while operating at low speech levels.
Further subjective comparisons of log PCM, adaptive 
delta modulation and adaptive DPCM are about to be con­
ducted by A. E. Rosenberg. These tests will contain a 
wider selection of listening material. Informal listening 
to a wide variety of material processed by the hardware
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coder described in the next section has convinced the 
author that an overall subjective advantage of 12 db 
to 18 db (2 to 3 bits/sample) is held by the ADPCM 
system over conventional log PCM coding.
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Section 2 A Hardware Realization of the DPCM Coder 
With An Adaptive Quantizer
In order to show that an ADPCM coder is easily 
realized and to process a variety of speech signals in 
real time, a hardware coder was developed.
A block diagram of the hardware coder and a timing 
chart of the more important signals is shown in Pig. 25. 
The timing signals (CCLK, TCODE and others) are 
derived from a 768 kHz clock using the digital circuits 
shown in Appendix No. 2.
The sign of the difference between the input 
signal and the voltage on the integrator, sgn (x^-y^), 
is detected by the differential comparator and stored 
in shift register number 1 at the onset of the coding 
interval, (TCODE). Then either switch SI or S2 is 
opened so that the voltage at the output of the 
integrator will change in the direction of the sign 
of the difference. After a time interval, t, the sign 
of the difference is sampled again and the integrator 
is switched so that the output voltage will change in 
the direction of the new difference sgn (xi-yi+T)*
This process is repeated with the time interval reduced 
to t/2, t/4, etc. A DPCM code word is thus generated 
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the coding sequence is usually completed t / 4  or t / 8  
microseconds after the entire code word has been clocked 
into the register.
When an eight level quantizer and a three bit code 
is used, an optimum quantizer is approximated by a 
uniform quantizer with enlarged end steps (see Pig. 26). 
Therefore, when an all ones or all zeros code occurs, 
the final coding interval is extended to t/2 micro­
seconds. In order to approximate an optimum quantizer 
with l6 levels, the last two pulses in the CCLK sequence 
and the end of the coding interval must be altered in 
response to the code generated. (See Fig.27.) As of 
the final writing of the dissentation an optimum 16 
level quantizer was not yet implemented; however, an 
adaptive DPCM coder with a 16 level uniform quantizer 
was realized using coding intervals of t , t /2, t /4, 
and t /8.
When the coding interval ends, both SI and S2 are 
closed to ground and a corrected estimate of the input 
signal, is held on the integrator.
Yi+TCODE = ^i (2.2.1)
If the coding interval is made sufficiently small, 
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The bandlimited input signal need not be sampled and 
held because it cannot change significantly during the 
coding interval (TCODE=20M-SEC). Furthermore, the 
output need not be sampled and held because the coding 
circuit performs the holding function and the desampling 
filter removes the fast coding transitions.
The size of the quantizer is directly related to 
the companding voltage, Vo, which in turn is adapted 
during the holding interval by the same rules obtained 
in the simulation for 6 kHz sampling. The companding 
circuit consists of a shift register, a set of twenty 
current switches and two operational amplifiers. The 
current switches are controlled from the shift register. 
A logic "zero" level turns the switches on, and a "one" 
turns them off. The current is increased by shifting 
"zeros" into one end of register number 2 or decreased 
by shifting "ones" into the other end. The currents 
are programmed so that each time a switch is turned 
on in sequence the total current is increased by 
twenty-five percent. Hence, the quantizer multipliers 
required (3.0, 2.0, 1.25 and 0.8) are obtained by a 
simple set of shift operations. The appropriate shift 
pulses are channeled from the clock circuit through 
the logic to the shift register under the control of 
the code word. The companding voltage is proportional
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to the current from the switches plus a certain minimum 
current. A negative companding voltage, -Vo, is 
obtained at the output of a second inverting amplifier.
At any time during the holding interval the code
word can be strobed into an output register and 
subsequently shifted onto a digitally multiplexed line 
for transmission. The timing circuitry can therefore 
serve several coders. Unlike analog scanning switches 
this form of multiplexing is virtually free of cross 
talk.
At the receiving end of the channel the code words
are strobed into an input buffer and shifted serially
into the decoder by a regenerated set of coding pulses 
(CCLK). The decoder operates in exactly the same manner 
as the encoder, except that the code words are obtained 
from the transmission channel by way of the input 
register rather than from a comparator.
If the switches, SI and S2, grounded perfectly 
there would be no need for the holding diodes shown in 
Fig. 25. In this case the minimum companding voltage 
would be given by
Vomin = (°-8>2° V< W  ^ -01 Vomax <2 -2 -2 >
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The transistor switches do not ground perfectly, nor 
identically. On a shorted switch there is a small 
collector to emitter voltage which varies with changes 
in temperature and collector current. Hence, the 
blocking diodes are necessary and Vomj_n must be increased 
so that
where VD is the turn-on voltage of the blocking diode. 
There is some deviation from the desired companding rules 
due to the nonlinear characteristic of the diodes; 
however, these effects only become apparent when the 
input signal is reduced to 30 db below full level, and 
the output level is restored by an amplifier in series 
with the desampling filter. This is the same level at 
which the idle channel noise becomes audible.
The wide dynamic range of the coder is demonstrated 
in Fig. 28 where signal to noise ratios taken with 
400 Hz, 800 Hz and 2400 Hz sinewaves are shown. The 
sinewave signal to noise ratios are defined as
\ •mxn max + V.D (2.2.3)
(2.2.4)
•c 2where X* is the power in the signal at the output of
2the desampling filter and N* is the power that remains
12.3 .
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after X* has been processed by a notch filter which
rejects the input sinewave. It has often been implied
that the signal to noise ratio taken in this manner with
an 800 Hz sinewave is a good measurement of how the
coder will perform when processing speech. No rule of
thumb could be further from the truth. It happens that
the signal to noise ratio taken with an 800 Hz sinewave
is roughly equal to that obtained while processing
speech. It should be noted, however, that the sinewave
SNR rises well above the SNR for speech at levels of
0 dbm and +10 dbm. At these levels the companding
circuit saturates (Vo —>Vo ): hence, it is obvious' max’ 3 *
that the quantizer's size could be adjusted to give much 
larger sinewave signal to noise ratios than those 
obtained with the companding law that is optimum for 
speech processing. The sinewave signal to noise ratios 
were used only to compare the performance of the hardware 
to the simulated coder and to demonstrate the dynamic 
range of the system.
Pictures of the companding signal, 0, are shown in 
Fig. 24. In fig. 29 the signal at the integrator is 
compared with the input, and in Fig. 30 the time scale 
is expanded so that the coding sequences can be seen.
'23".






A unique application has been found for the ADPCM 
coder with a 16 level uniform quantizer in an automatic 
voice response system. Complete diagrams of the overall 
coder, the companding circuit, the clock circuit and 
part of an interface to a Data General Model 800 Nova 
computer are included in Appendix No. 2. The coder is 
used to encode speech and store the digital output on a 
computer memory or to regenerate speech from code stored 
on the memory. The gates incorporated in the coder 
between the comparator and the shift register (see 
Pig. A2.1) are used to change the coder from a decoder 
to an encoder or vice-versa under program control. A 
set of coders, the computer and a disc memory (hope­
fully to be replaced by a magnetic bubble memory) 
comprise an automatic voice-answer back system. Speech 
segments are recorded on the disc, and later played back 
in combinations which form useful messages.
The system is to be used to convert wire lists 
punched on cards to analog speech recordings. The 
recordings are played to wiremen so that they may wire 
without looking away from their work. This procedure is 
known to increase the wireman's speed and to reduce 
errors. A similar system will be used to channel wiring 
information to linemen on utility poles. Other automatic 
voice response systems are used to inform subscribers of
128
the fact that they have dialed a disconnected number or 
to tell them the time or give them a weather report, 
etc.
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Section 3 A DPCM Coder with an Adaptive Predictor and 
an Adaptive Quantizer
In this section a DPCM coder is described in which 
a higher-order predictor is adapted to the changing 
characteristics of the input signal so as to minimize 
the mean square prediction error, E(b ). The quantizer 
in this coder is also adapted so that the remaining 
error might be optimally coded.
The performance of the coder described in the previous 
section could not be improved by applying fixed higher- 
order prediction. A 3-6 db improvement was realized by 
R. A. M c D o n a l d u s i n g  a second order fixed predictor 
in a conventional DPCM coder. This measured improvement 
was due primarily to matching of the predictor to the 
speech spectrum below 200 Hz (i.e., below the telephone 
band). The long term normalized autocovariances at 1 
and 2 samples delay are given in Table 9 for the low 
pass filtered speech used by McDonald and for the 200 Hz 
to 3*2 kHz bandpass filtered speech used by the author.
By applying Eqs. 1.2.6 and 1.2.51, the optimum predictor 
coefficients and the resulting signal to noise improve­
ments are obtained.
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2nd order ax = 1.507 a^ = I.060
Predictor a2 = -.744 a2 = -.337
SNR improvement
1st order predictor 6.0 db 4.3 db
2nd order predictor 9.6 db 4.7 db
TABLE g
It is obvious that there is very little to be gained by
incorporating a fixed higher order network in the ADPCM
coder. This result was confirmed experimentally by the
T171author and by P. Noll. It has also been found that
the subjective performance of McDonald's DPCM coder with 
a fixed higher order predictor is inferior to that of a 
conventional DPCM coder.
In view of the success achieved by B. S. Atal and 
f 2 1M. R. SchroederL with adaptive prediction, it was 
decided that similar techniques should be explored with 
emphasis placed on simplifying the coder where possible. 
Hence, only the predictor coefficients described in 
Section II of part I (i.e., a^ a^) are used.
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Parameters related to the fundamental frequency or pitch 
of the input speech .are not explored in this paper.
The steepest descent gradient search techniques 
described in Section 2 of Part I were used to solve for 
the optimum predictor coefficients. Both of the search 
techniques described earlier were tried and it was found 
that the simpler of the two performed best. Hence,
sampling interval, T = 125 milliseconds. (See the left- 
hand side of Fig. 31)* The greatest signal to noise
order predictor and K = 0.094. The level of the error 
signal, 50, was thus reduced to 8.5 db below that of the 
input signal. This is a 4.7 db improvement over that 
achieved by the fixed first order predictor (i.e., the 
integrator) used in the previous ADPCM coders. If the 
autocorrelation function of the input signal is taken 
over a 5 or 10 millisecond interval and Eq. 1.2.6 is 
solved directly for each interval, an optimum adaptive
(2.3.1)
3=1
where Xo. . = Xo((i-J)T) and a was adjusted once every«J o •
o pimprovement, E(Xo )/E(5o ), was achieved with an 8th
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predictor is obtained. With such an optimum adaptive
predictor the error signal would be reduced to about
[ 17112 db below the level of the input signal. ' In this 
case, however, the predictor coefficients must be 
transmitted.
It is interesting to note that the amount of 
computation required to adjust the coefficients by the 
gradient search technique is approximately half of that 
required to obtain the autocorrelation function and 
solve Eq. 1.2.6 by the direct techniques described in 
Part I of section II. If the sampling rate is doubled 
but the taps on the predictor remain at 125 millisecond 
intervals, the gradient search may be refined (i.e., 
a o . may be incremented twice as often). Then if K = .05, 
the error signal is reduced to 12 db below the level of 
the input signal. Hence, it is observed that as the 
number of computations per second used in the gradient 
search approaches the rate required by a direct solution, 
the SNR improvements obtained approach the same figure. 
Therefore, the search techniques described earlier offer 
a useful alternative method for adapting a predictor.
The optimum value for K is the value which equalizes 
the error due to coefficient oscillations and the error 
associated with an inability to track changes in the 
characteristics of the input speech. Fortunately, the
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order of prediction required for speech signals^ is not 
so large as to cause the steepest descent search to 
become too sluggish for effective tracking. The value 
of K can be diminished in inverse proportion to the rate 
of coefficient adjustment without increasing tracking 
noise. Meanwhile, the noise due to coefficient oscilla­
tions is diminished. This explains the further reduction 
of the prediction error achieved by doubling the sampling 
rate.
During development of the hardware coder described 
in the previous section, some experimentation with slow 
or continuous companding was carried out. The quantizer 
companding scheme was similar to that used by J. A. 
Greefkes and F. DeJager to vary the step size in their 
delta modulator. This brief trial convinced the author 
that performance similar to that achieved with instantan­
eous companding could be realized while adjusting the 
quantizer slowly in response to the magnitude of the 
prediction error averaged over a 5 to 10 millisecond 
interval.
It is useful to increase the order of prediction 
until there are two coefficients for each resonant 
mode occurring in the speech waveform. In the 
200 Hz to 3.2 kHz band there are four such reson­
ances (3 formants and a vocal chord characteristic).





















The program for a Gradient Search was expanded and 
a new coder was simulated, where the predictor coefficients 
are adapted at the sampling rate,8kHz. The error signal 
generated by the predictor shown on the left-hand side 
of Fig. 31j 5q , is rectified and averaged over 64 samples 
(i.e., an 8 millisecond interval). This average is used 
to adjust the quantizer in the encoder at the right.
When the companding is slow, it is reasonable to expect 
that the probability distribution of 5 will be similar 
to that of speech and its derivatives; therefore, an 
optimum Laplacian quantizer was used in this coder.
With the quantizer preset to embrace the expected 
prediction error, the predictor in the encoder is 
adjusted by a steepest descent gradient search routine 
where the searcher is fed the sign of the quantized 
prediction error and the previous corrected estimates of
It is obvious from Fig. 32 that this technique eliminates 
the need to transmit the predictor coefficients. Little 
or no data is required to transmit the companding
A
the input signal, X. ..—j









information. Although attempts to adapt the quantizer
the presents of the adaptive predictor, it is likely 
that the technique used by Greefkes and DeJager will 
work well here, and no additional information will be 
required.
In Fig. 33 the signal to noise curves for the 
adaptive-predictive DPCM system are compared with the 
other systems discussed thus far. The ADPCM coder with 
adaptive-prediction is clearly superior to ADPCM, PCM 
and delta modulation encoders. Informal listening tests 
also indicate a subjective advantage over the other 
systems. The system shown in Figs. 31 and 32 regenerates 
telephone quality speech at only 3 bits/sample with an 8 
level quantizer. At only 2 bits/word (4 levels) the out­
put speech is still highly intelligible. The signal to 
noise curve for systems where more optimum prediction 
coefficients are transmitted would be about the same as 
the dotted curve in Fig. 33 because the additional infor­
mation required roughly compensates for the gain in SNR.
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CONCLUSIONS
The DPCM system with an adaptive quantizer offers 
an 8 dh advantage over conventional log PCM coding.
When the adaptive DPCM coder is compared to log PCM on a 
subjective basis, an even larger advantage is observed. 
With the sampling rate reduced to 6 kHz, the signal to 
noise performance of the ADPCM coder is approximately 
equal to that of an adaptive delta modulator operating 
below 2k kilobits/sec (see Pig. 19). When a quantizer of 
16 or more levels is used, the performance of the DPCM 
coder surpasses that of the delta modulator. An addi­
tional 4.5 db signal-to-noise advantage is obtained by 
incorporating a higher-order, adaptive predictor in the 
ADPCM coder. In this case the ADPCM coder is superior to 
the adaptive delta modulator regardless of the bit rate.
The quantizer in a DPCM system may be adapted 
instantaneously in response to the previous code word or 
slowly in response to the input level averaged over 5 or 
10 milliseconds. It should be noted that slow companding 
must include some anticipation as in the coder with 
adaptive prediction. The initial simulations described 
in Section 1 of Part II show that the quantizer cannot 
be optimally adjusted in response to an average of 
previous quantizer outputs. The best performance was 
achieved with instantaneously-companded, optimum-Gaussian
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quantizers or slowly companded, optimum-Laplacian 
quantizers.
The DPCM coder with an instantaneously adaptive 
quantizer was realized in integrated circuit hardware.
A simple serial coding strategy was described with 
variations which allow for the realization of nearly 
optimum, nonuniform quantizers. The coding interval is 
made short so that no sample and hold circuits are 
required. The circuit is thus reduced to the same order 
of complexity required in PCM and adaptive delta modula­
tion coders.
It was also shown that higher-order adaptive predic­
tion is required if the ADPCM coder with a fixed integrator 
is to be improved. Nearly optimum predictor coefficients 
were obtained by adapting the coefficient vector in a 
direction opposite to the gradient with respect to the 
error magnitude. The gradient search technique has been 
shown to be a simple and computationally efficient method 
for calculating predictor coefficients. Finally, it was 
demonstrated that the gradient search technique can be 
applied to the quantized signals generated in the 
decoder, and that the need to transmit predictor 
coefficients may thus be avoided.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that further study be given to 
adaptive prediction, to instantaneous and syllabic com­
panding of the quantizer, and to coder performance in 
the presence of transmission errors.
IMPROVED PREDICTION
It has been shown that better^predictor performance
[i.e., higher SNR improvement, — H  is possible if the
- E(x ) ]predictor is adjusted at a 16 kHz rate. Therefore the 
author recommends that the coefficients (aj's in Fig. 31) 
be adjusted at 16 kHz by using interpolated values of the
A A
quantized signals, X. . 1 and 6. i1-j-2 P>where
A A
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The author also recommends that adaptive prediction 
be used in a delta modulator where the signal is over­
sampled at 8 kHz to 16 kHz. If the delay line taps in 
an adaptive predictor are spaced one sampling interval 
apart, the prediction error diminishes rapidly as the 
sampling frequency is increased (1). When such a pre­
dictor was incorporated in a delta modulator, the delta 
modulator became unstable due to the fact that some of
Av-
the poles of — (Z) may lie outside the unit circle.
0
A
x  (Z) =  IT  (R -5)
- I6 1 ' akZ"k
k=l
The predictor may be realized using a series of second
order sections. Then the coefficients can be limited so
that the poles of — (Z) will remain inside the unit
5circle. In this case,
- (z) = W/2 " ~ (R -6 )
n  (l-a2 k -lZ " -a 2*Z ~ )
k=l
A block diagram of such a delta modulator is shown in 
Fig. 34.
^^ At 16 kHz sampling the prediction error was reduced 
to 24 db below the level of the input signal.




















Further effort could be invested toward realizing 
an efficient means for detecting the fundamental frequency 
of the speech signal In Fig. 29, it can be seen that 
during voicing the speech waveform is quasi-periodic and 
that a good estimate of the next sample is a sample taken 
one pitch interval in the past. Unfortunately, reliable 
pitch period detection is a task which is an order of 
magnitude more complex than computing the other predictor 
coefficients [-2],
IMPROVED COMPANDING
Both instantaneous and syllabic (slow) techniques 
for companding the quantizer require further study.
A more precise theory is needed for deriving the 
optimum, instantaneous, multipliers used to compand the 
quantizer in Fig. 16. The present theory only gives rough 
estimates for the multipliers; hence, an extensive search 
is required before the best values can be found.
In the coder with the adaptive predictor (see 
Fig. 31) a companding scheme is required so that the 
quantizer size need not be transmitted. If previous 
code words or quantizer outputs can be used to accom­
plish this task, the predictor and the gradient searcher 
at the left may be eliminated. Hence the encoder could 
be greatly simplified.
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Slow or syllabic companding of the quantizer should 
also be persued in coders with fixed predictors.
PERFORMANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF CHANNEL ERRORS
It is also recommended that coder performance in the 
presence of transmission errors be studied. Subjective 
as well as objective measurements of performance must be 
taken on a variety of coders at various error rates. 
Further studies are also needed to evaluate digital coder 




THE ON LINE COMPUTING FACILITY
The on-line computing facility shown in Fig. Al.l 
was used to simulate adaptive DPCM coders. Input speech 
samples were recorded directly from the sound booth 
through the Spectrum Type LH42D filter, the Xerox Data 
Systems A/D converter, and the DDP 516 computer onto a 
disc memory. For permanent storage, the digitally coded 
speech was transferred from the disc memory to magnetic 
tape by way of the Hewlett Packard 3030 digital tape unit. 
A Xerox Data Systems D/A converter and another Spectrum 
filter are available for converting digitized speech back 
into continuous waveforms for listening and for recording 
onto analog tape. A display terminal is also connected 
to the system so that waveforms, graphic information, 
programs and other alpha-numeric information might be 
displayed. Hard copies of programs, data, etc. are 
available from an Inktronic printer and an ASR/33 tele­
typewriter. The Inktronic is used for printing out large 
blocks of data and entire programs 1 where as, the tele­
typewriter initiates, records and terminates transactions 
between the user and the computer.
A library of subroutines was available for trans­
ferring data between the computer and the peripheral
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devices mentioned above. Some of these subroutines can 
be called manually from the console; whereas, most of 
them are called from Fortran IV or machine code (DAP) 
statements. The author wrote his main program for data 
handling in Fortran TV, and several machine code subroutines 
for simulating DPCM systems with fixed and adaptive 
quantizers, and predictors. Other subroutines for cal­
culating autocorrelation functions, probability distribu­
tions and signal to noise ratios, and for simulating log 
PCM were also programmed.
When all of the software is loaded in the computer 
and an input speech sample is stored on the disc, it is 
possible to simulate a coding scheme and play back the 
processed speech within two minutes time. All of the 
other programs mentioned above have similar run times.
It is also possible to alter programs and recompile or 
reassemble within five or ten minutes. Hence, by taking 
advantage of repeated, short turn around, man-machine 
interactions, it was possible to try several companding 
techniques and to optimize parameters rapidly.
149.
The precise diagrams of the ADPCM circuit are 
not required for an understanding of the dissertation. 
Due to difficulties Involved in reducing this infor­
mation onto 8-1/2" x 11" paper, Appendix No. 2 (pages 
149-164) has been omitted from this copy. The reader 
may, however, obtain this data from the bound copy of 
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